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Prerequisites
If not native English speaker: valid IELTS (with a minimum score of 6.5) or TOEFL (minimum 550 paper based,
213 computer based, 79 web-based) score report or a Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English or
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English.
The students must hold an undergraduate degree with relevance to environmental or urban studies. Preferably
with previous training in a social science (i.e., business, sociology, political science, economics)

Objectives and Contextualisation
In this course we will explore the interdisciplinary field of Political Ecology. Political Ecology is a theoretical and
methodological approach for the study of socio-ecological systems that focuses on conflict, power and the
uneven distribution of environmental costs and benefits. This course will familiarize students with the key
concepts and tools used by political ecologists. At the end of the course students should be able to do political
ecology research themselves. They will also be introduced to profoundly new, critical, ways of looking at and
understanding environmental problems and policies.
Training objectives of the course:
Use social theory to analyse environmental problems
Design case-study research and use qualitative research tools
Understand the role of power in shaping environmental change

Skills
Apply knowledge of environmental and ecological economics to the analysis and interpretation of
environmental problem areas.
Comunicar oralment i per escrit en anglès
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously
Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
Que els estudiants sàpiguen aplicar els coneixements adquirits i la seva capacitat de resolució de
problemes en entorns nous o poc coneguts dins de contextos més amplis (o multidisciplinaris)
relacionats amb la seva àrea d'estudi.
Work in an international, multidisciplinary context.

Learning outcomes
1
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Learning outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Comunicar oralment i per escrit en anglès
Continue the learning process, to a large extent autonomously
Conèixer les diferències en lacostament als problemes ambientals per part de lecologia política.
Desenvolupar una visió integradora de la relació economia, política i sistemes biofísics.
Integrate knowledge and use it to make judgements in complex situations, with incomplete information,
while keeping in mind social and ethical responsibilities.
6. Que els estudiants sàpiguen aplicar els coneixements adquirits i la seva capacitat de resolució de
problemes en entorns nous o poc coneguts dins de contextos més amplis (o multidisciplinaris)
relacionats amb la seva àrea d'estudi.
7. Work in an international, multidisciplinary context.

Content
1. Introduction to Political Ecology. What is political ecology and what does it study and how?
2. Environmental Degradation and Social Construction of the environment3. Ecological Distribution Conflicts. Introduction to the "environmentalism of the poor" thesis and the
study of conflict at the commodity frontiers. What is "social metabolism" and how does it relate to
conflict?
4. Social movements and Environmental Justice. What do we mean by environmental justice and which
are the historical origins of the concept? Justice in what and for whom?
5. Conservation and control.
6. Accumulation by dispossession. Introduction to the Marxian approach to the analysis of
socio-environmental change and the role of power and surplus value extraction. Primitive
accumulation as a continuous strategy in the expansion of global capital. Privatization, neo-liberalism
and capital accumulation.
7. Governmentality. Introduction to the Foucaldian approach to the analysis of socio-environmental
change and to knowledge as a form of power. Post-structuralist political ecology.

Methodology
Classes will follow a seminar format with a combination of teaching by the instructor and discussion in class of
assigned readings. For each class we will read and discuss two articles. Typically one of them will be more
theoretical, presenting the main concept to be discussed in this class, and the second will include a
case-study, applying the concept in an environmental problem or conflict.
All students are expected to have read these articles in advance and write short commentaries (see
assignments). In each class a critical discussion of the key ideas of the articles will take place under the
facilitation of the instructor. This might also include discussion in small groups, games, use of audiovisual
material (movies, lectures by famous political ecologists, videos, etc).
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Evaluation
1. Weekly commentaries
For each class you should write a commentary on the readings of the week, responding to two questions that
will be handed to you the week before. The commentary should be about 500 words long, 250 words for each
question. You will hand in the assignment to the instructor at the beginning of each class. The instructor or the
teaching assistant, will read and grade your papers and give them back to you next week. The assignments
will be graded from 1 to 10. For those whose average in the assignments is greater than their average in the
exam, the weekly assignment will count as 30% of their overall grade. For the rest it wont be taken into
account. Students are responsible to hand in the assignment for each class, unless they inform the instructor
accordingly and get a postponement of the deadline. Assignments delivered after the deadline will not be
graded. Failure to deliver two or more assignemnts will lead to a subtraction of one point from the final course
grade.
2. Final exam
The final course assignment is a take-home exam to be completed within the same day consisting of short
answers to questions and essays on selected topics related to the content of the course.

Evaluation activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

3

0.12

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 2

10

0.4

1, 5, 6, 7
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